EVENT CLEANING & WASTE
MANAGEMENT AT THE SEC
As part of our mission to be the Best Event Campus in Europe, the SEC are committed to delivering the highest standard
of event cleaning, while providing an efficient, balanced and cost effective waste package for all our clients.

As the SEC works towards a goal of zero waste to landfill, we continue to investigate how we can implement best industry
practice in dealing with your waste. The SEC is committed to finding a solution which is both competitive and cost
effective for our clients, while reducing any negative environmental impact.
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Before you arrive at the SEC, our team
will have carried out a pre-arrival check
to ensure we are ready for the arrival
of your team, contractors, exhibitors
and delegates.
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During your event build up, the SEC in partnership with
LSS, will provide a manned recycling facility where your
contractors and exhibitors may take their waste. We
will sort and dispose of this waste into our 3 main waste
streams (dry mixed recyclables, cardboard and general
waste) free of charge.
The SEC can also provide disposal methods for
other waste streams. These should be booked 7 days
in advance.
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During the event open period the SEC
provides a janitorial service of all public
areas and is responsible for the removal of
all public waste**. We will also complete a
full event clean at the end of each open day.
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On the final day of your event build up, our clean
team will complete a full event clean to ensure your
event and all associated areas are prepared and open
for business.

The manned recycling facility will be in place until
2 hours before your event opens. (please note that
after this time it is the responsibility of the event
organiser to ensure that all contractors and exhibitors
remove their waste).

During the event breakdown it is the responsibility of the
client to ensure, before the end of the hire period, the removal
and clearance of all structures, goods and waste, including
any other materials that have been used during this time.
This will include anything brought onto site or generated by
you or on behalf of your contractors and exhibitors. You are
requested to return the venue to us clean, in good condition
and clear of any debris. Should there be any items left within
the venue associated with your event after you leave, we will
recharge the cost of removal to you.

The SEC, in partnership with LSS, are happy to quote and provide for any additional services you may require
from individual stand cleaning to skip hire. Please enquire with our event team.
We look forward to welcoming your event to the SEC

*Our Waste Management Partner has advised that in 2018 this waste stream
will no longer be available due to changes in “Waste to Landfill” regulations so
this service may be withdrawn at any time

**Public Waste denotes any waste created by delegates or members of the
public visiting your event and not exhibitors or contractors

